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executive summary

in december 2012, The cFc media lab commissioned Zan chandler of Zancommedia to conduct research into 

the audience engagement activities of the first cohort of the ideabooST program - a business accelerator that 

focuses on digital entertainment content and enabling technology companies. ideabooST is designed to guide 

digital entertainment companies through a customized business strategy towards product commercialization 

and company sustainability.

The objective of this research project was to understand how the first cohort of ideabooST made use of 

audience engagement methods as they progressed through the program, which methods they employed and 

with what results. in addition, this project aimed to uncover any significant patterns in the findings across the 

experience of all teams participating in the program.  The research was conducted in support of the development 

of case studies and a cross-case analysis, which looked at findings from across all seven participating teams.

at the heart of the ideabooST program are the business design tools: the business model canvas and the 

lean Startup methodology, as well as the concepts of audience understanding and audience interaction. These 

business design tools serve to clarify the core relationship between a project’s value proposition(s) and its 

customer segments. audience understanding speaks to the process of validating and invalidating business and 

design assumptions about a project, while audience interaction refers to activities related to co-creating with 

audience as well as leveraging their ability to support marketing and promotional activities.

The ideabooST teams explored a range of audience engagement methods that were informed and inspired 

by established design research techniques in use today. These methods proved flexible and adaptable to 

the specific circumstances and needs of each team. While some methods were best suited to serving either 

key findings

The research into audience engagement methods at 

play in the first cohort of the ideabooST program 

demonstrated that:

O The ideabooST program’s combination of 

audience understanding and audience interaction 

concepts and tools proved to have an important 

impact on both the development of projects and the 

development of businesses

O The teams that benefited most from the 

ideabooST program included business founders and 

key decision makers who actively participated in all 

aspects of the program

O The program’s curriculum enabled teams to chart 

a path from business case development to business 

success by combining key concepts from the lean 

Startup movement, design research methods and 

techniques and established entertainment principles of 

audience interaction

O While the teams entered the program with 

an understanding of the importance of audience 

interaction to entertainment properties (to be expected 

of entertainment companies), few had experience with 

the broad range of methods and techniques that could 

be used and adapted in innovative ways to serve both 

project and business needs
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audience understanding or audience interaction 

goals, a number were able to serve both goals 

at the same time. The research also covers the 

ideabooST teams’ exploration of a wide range 

of online audience engagement platforms, 

including the very popular youTube, Facebook, 

Google + and Pinterest, while also exploring 

more niche platforms such as Good.is, Steam 

Greenlight and Thinglink. 

in-depth case studies covered the experiences 

of four of the seven teams in the first cohort 

of the ideabooST program. The four projects 

explored in detail were: asapScience, The 

Ghost Town Project, ramen Party and rollers 

of the realm.

O While most teams were quite unfamiliar with the 

audience understanding concepts and tools that are 

at the core of in ideabooST, they found that effective 

use of business and design validation enabled them to 

refine their value propositions and find the right target 

audience

O early stage projects relied heavily on audience 

understanding methods to help teams refine their 

concepts and value propositions 

O mid-stage and late stage projects also made 

use of audience understanding but focused more 

on leveraging audience interaction than early stage 

projects

O Projects with strong transmedia or cross 

media concepts tended to employ both audience 

understanding and audience interaction methods due 

to the highly co-creative and interactive natures.

conclusion

Given that audience engagement is critical for both 

project development and company development, 

and that the program has been beneficial to founders 

looking to develop both their products and their 

businesses, it would make sense for ideabooST to 

focus on working with founders who are interested in 

growing companies as well as developing projects. 
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insights from the research into audience engagement strategies 

at play in the first cohort of ideabooST:

7 habits of highly effective ideabooST Producers

1 Seek to grow a business and not just a product

2 Start by using business design tools, such as the bmc and lSm  

 methodology, to target a relevant customer segment – value  

 proposition relationship

3 introduce potential audiences early to a prototype that simulates the  

 most important aspects of the project

4 Use and adapt audience understanding methods to validate or  

 invalidate the project’s and company’s riskiest business and design  

 assumptions in order to confirm the project and business have  

 targeted paying customers (audience), pivoting and revalidating as  

 necessary

5 Use and adapt audience interaction methods to invite audiences to  

 contribute to the development of projects

6 engage online audiences where they live and play, supply them with  

 high quality content and invite them to share it, remix it and adapt it,  

 officially recognize deeply engaged fans and involve them in the  

 project development processes

7 develop the types of fans that are needed for the project and the  

 business. if they don’t exist yet, or are tentative, create a safe space  

 for them to play and learn. reward them with love for helping enrich  

 the project and grow the company

audience engagement audience engagement

table of contents
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1.  introduction

1.1  BACkgROUnd

The cFc media lab “provides a unique training, research and production think-tank environment for emerging 

new media content developers, practitioners and companies.” after 12 years of shepherding the development 

of interactive art and entertainment projects and supporting the launch of many of canada’s successful 

interactive media companies, the cFc media lab recognized that there was a lack of globally competitive 

digital entertainment companies developing commercialized products and services with sustainable business 

models within canada’s digital entertainment sector.

in response to an entertainment ecosystem that has been radically disrupted by new technologies and demanding 

audience expectations, the cFc media lab created the ideabooST program. a business accelerator that 

focuses on digital entertainment content and enabling technology, ideabooST identifies early to mid-stage 

companies in the media and technology industry that are ready to take advantage of the accelerator process and 

the relationship building that ideabooST believes is essential to become market- or investor-ready in today’s 

competitive media market ecosystem.  

Together, the canada media Fund and the cFc media lab have commissioned this research into how audience 

engagement has played out in the context of the first cohort of ideabooST participants.

1.2  OveRview Of The ideABOOsT PROgRAm

The ideabooST program employs the best practices from tech’s lean startup movement and other disciplines. 

The program’s goal is to help companies navigate entertainment and technology startup markets, sharpen their 

product vision, refine their strategies to target audiences and generate sustainable revenues. ideabooST has 

assembled some of the best minds in the entertainment, media, advertising, business, and technology worlds 

as mentors, domain experts, and advisors. each ideabooST company is given the opportunity to learn from 

this select group of top leaders and entrepreneurs and to forge business relationships that address key company 

needs.

companies selected to participate in ideabooST get the budget, tools, training, and mentorship designed to 

help bring their product to market and improve their chances of success with audiences, investors and partners. 

CUsTOmized BUsiness sTRATegy

ideabooST companies receive hands-on support needed to build a business strategy based on market and the 

value of the product they create. ideabooST companies learn how to validate their product, market, audience, 

business model and cost structure. armed with clear goals, ideabooST companies learn what it takes to build 

partnerships and engage with customers. 

TOOls TO engAge The mARkeT

ideabooST companies are guided by experts as they create a minimum viable product or product prototype 

for a digital entertainment property. With the ideabooST audience engagement tools and framework, our 

team works with the cohort to understand how, when, and why to engage audiences throughout the product 

lifecycle, from ideation and development, to product launch and sales. 

ideABOOsT finAnCing

ideabooST invests up to $15,000 towards development costs such as production, coding, materials, and 

equipment. ideabooST also provides $15,000 of in-kind services through the ideabooST program. in total 

that is a $30,000 interest free loan. 

audience engagement audience engagement
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2.  description of research

2.1  PURPOse And ReseARCh QUesTiOns

The purpose of this research project was to investigate how teams made use of audience engagement methods 

as they went through the first iteration of the ideabooST program, what they learned from this experience and 

how they might apply it as they develop projects further.

The QUesTiOns ThAT gUided This ReseARCh weRe:

O how are ideabooST teams using “audience engagement”  

 methods as they progress through the program?

O Which types of methods have been employed by teams,  

 under which circumstances, and what have been the results?

O are there significant patterns in the findings that we can learn from?

2.2  APPROACh And meThOdOlOgy

as the ideabooST program took place over several months, from the fall of 2012 until the spring of 2013, and 

consisted of workshops, lectures, working sessions and presentations, it was not possible for the researcher to be 

present at every event. Thus, a number of research methods were employed to help develop an understanding 

of the program, the teams and their projects and analyze results of their learning experience. 

They included:

O interviews with ideabooST faculty and staff, review of program documentation

O observation of teams at workshops, presentations and events 

 review of project-specific documentation, interviews with some team members

O conducting a participatory workshop with faculty and teams in order to validate  

 research findings thus far

O Writing up case studies in exemplary projects

O describing the finding of a cross case analysis

audience engagement audience engagement

3.  contextualizing audience engagement

3.1  whAT dO we meAn By “AUdienCe engAgemenT”?

whO OR whAT is “The AUdienCe”? 

in the broader context of culture and entertainment, the people formerly understood as the audience used 

to be those individuals located at the end of the content production value chain – creation –> production 

–> distribution –> marketing/promotion. They were the ticket buyers who attended movies, or music, dance 

and theatre performances. They handed over cash in exchange for cultural products such as cds, books, or 

dVds. They were generally passive “consumers” of cultural or entertainment content and experiences. The 

internet and social media tools have challenged our traditional notion of “the audience” and expanded our 

understanding of this term. “The audience” now encompasses a spectrum of states that range from passive 

consumer to active participant to creator/collaborator, with each state becoming a more active participant in the 

creation, development and exploitation of an entertainment property. 

whAT dO we meAn By engAgemenT?

Forrester research’s 2011 update on its 2007 report on Social Technographics, which studied consumer data 

to understand how consumers approached social technologies, groups online consumers according to seven 

categories of increasing participation, as in Figure 1 below. 

ideaBOOST Workshop November 2012

http://blogs.forrester.com/gina_sverdlov/12-01-04-global_social_technographics_update_2011_us_and_eu_mature_emerging_markets_show_lots_of_activity
http://www.forrester.com/Social+Technographics/fulltext/-/E-RES42057?docid=42057
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3.2  fROm seleCTiOn TO lAUnCh: The AUdienCe engAgemenT jOURney 

recognizing that our understanding of “audience” is transforming and that online participation can range from 

the barely active to the highly productive and creative, ideabooST places audience engagement at the centre 

of its philosophy. in fact, it is the engine that drives participating teams’ experiences as they progress through 

the stages of Figure 2 below. 

Figure 2: audience engagement path through ideabooST

audience engagement audience engagement

Figure 1: customers and social technologies ladder

This range of increasingly participatory behaviour has important implications for the entertainment sector. 

With an ever-increasing supply of entertainment content and experiences available to audiences on so many 

platforms, it becomes increasingly important to attract the attention of audiences and foster deep investment in 

a property. The ideabooST program was designed to help producers hone their project ideas into something 

that is attractive to audiences and to develop ways of deepening that engagement so that audiences become 

invested fans who will contribute in meaningful ways to the project. 

From the beginning to the end of the ideabooST program, participant teams were expected to find ways to 

leverage audience engagement. once a project was verified to participate in the initial selection process for 

ideabooST, teams had to tap their social networks in order to drum up support. Supporters had the option of 

liking a project on Facebook, tweeting about it or signing up to become “boosters”. The final selection of teams 

invited to participate in ideabooST was determined by two factors: level of support from social networks and 

creative merit. While teams were ranked in terms of their social network support (number of likes, tweets and 

booster), the program’s administrators recognized that not all teams’ social networks are equal. For this reason, 

the highly ranked projects were joined by projects that qualified for a small number of wildcard positions 

because their concepts showed great promise, despite being less competitive in the ranking. 

important components of ideabooST’s curriculum are alex osterwalder’s business model canvas (bmc) and 

the lean Startup machine (lSm). both tools deal directly with the idea of engaging audiences. a core element 

of the bmc is the relationship between “Value Proposition” and “customer Segment”. 

veRified TO 
PARTiCiPATe

BUsiness mOdel
CAnvAs

leAn sTARTUP
mAChine

BOOsTeR
dAy

lAUnCh

creators

Us eU-7

conversationalists

critics

collectors

joiners

spectators

inactives

• Publish a blog 
• Publish your own web pages 
• Upload video you created 
• Upload audio/music you created 
• Write artices or stories and post them

• Update status on a social networking site 
• Publish your own web pages

• Post ratings/reviews of product or services 
• Comment on someone else’s blog 
• Contribute to online forums 
• Contribute to/edit artices in a wiki

• Use RSS feeds 
• Vote for websites online 
• Add “tags” to web pages or photos

• Maintain profile on a social networking site 
• Visit social networking sites

• Read blogs 
• Listen to podcasts 
• Watch video from other users 
• Read online forums 
• Read customer ratings/review 
• Read tweets

• None of the above 

 

24% 23%

36% 26%

36% 33%

23% 22%

68% 50%

73% 69%

14% 21%

base: 57,924 US online adults (18+); 16,473 european online adults (18+)

Source: north american Technographics® online benchmark Survey, Q3 2011 (US, canada);  
european Technographics online benchmark Survey Q3 2011
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as the final audience engagement act of the ideabooST program, the launch represented an opportunity for 

the teams to launch their projects into the real world and engage a much wider audience in a way that was 

meaningful for that particular project and its goals. For some groups this meant announcing crowdfunding 

campaigns. For others, it was an invitation to fans to participate in the development of the project. For others 

still, their launch presented the opportunity to launch their projects on new platforms, announce appearances 

at key industry events and pitch to potential investors and partners. 

3.2  UndeRsTAnding AUdienCes And inTeRACTing wiTh AUdienCes

Throughout the ideabooST experience teams were learning to address two types of audience engagement. 

The first, understanding audiences, is directly related to a project’s business model and its design elements. The 

second concerns interacting with audiences.

What does it mean to understand audiences? The business model canvas and lean Startup machine offer clues 

to this puzzle. both tools encouraged teams to find the right value proposition for their customer segments (their 

audiences).  as lSm advocates, it is not sufficient to create a product and hope to find a customer that exists 

for it. it is better to identify a need or pain point for a customer and create the right solution for it, which is the 

solution a customer is willing to pay for. 

For ideabooST teams, this meant finding ways to understand their audiences. it meant engaging in activities 

that would help them uncover what their audiences’ habits were online and off, what liked and didn’t like, what 

motivated them to participate in entertainment activities, and much more. as they could not afford to base their 

business development on faulty assumptions, they had to develop a deep and nuanced understanding of who 

and what their audiences were. To do that, teams explored a number of audience engagement methods that 

will be discussed in Section 4.

While it was imperative for the teams to develop a detailed understanding of their audiences in order to 

validate business and design assumptions, ideabooST also offered them ways in which to explore audience 

interactions with their projects. in other words, whether and to what extent might audiences have an impact on 

the development of the project (i.e. playing a co-creative role), and what might be the best ways of fostering this 

form of engagement. Teams were also interested in understanding how best to encourage and support those 

audience-initiated activities that could amplify their own marketing and promotion efforts. in other words, they 

recognized and sought to encourage how fans of their projects could help their projects spread beyond initial 

networks and find new fan bases.

3.3  insPiRed By design ReseARCh 

The audience engagement methods employed by ideabooST’s teams were inspired by and adapted from well-

recognized qualitative research methods used in design research. design research is research that is embedded 

with the process of design and conducted in support of design goals. 

ACTiviTy fOCUsed ReseARCh

disruptions in the entertainment sector have resulted in recognition of the growing power that customers 

now wield. With a vast array of choices available, it has become very difficult to predict what customers will 

respond to and engage with. researchers have increasingly focused their efforts toward developing a deeper 

understanding of the interests and motivations of customers. 

audience engagement audience engagement

Figure 3: Value proposition designer

Figure 3 illustrates, that for each customer segment, there must be a value proposition that addresses a need or 

a pain point. each team went through the process of mapping out its project on the business model canvas, 

identifying different types of customers (or audiences) and the value propositions that addressed them.

ideabooST teams were also introduced to the lean Startup machine approach to launching businesses and 

products, which focuses on validated learning to gain valuable customer feedback on a business. The lSm 

organizers provided training on a problem-centric approach to business ideation. The teams were lead through 

the customer validation process that forced them to explore whether their project was something audiences 

would want to pay for. a core part of customer validation is the identification of the business model’s riskiest 

assumptions and going through a rigorous process of validating or invalidating them. by continuously validating 

or invalidating assumptions, teams were forced to pivot their solution (and even problem) toward a true customer 

pain; rather than creating a solution and seeking customers with a problem after-the-fact. 

once the teams had designed their business models, identified their value propositions and related audiences, 

and determined their business models’ riskiest assumptions, they prepared themselves for booster day. 

a real world opportunity to validate or invalidate their assumptions, the teams invited audiences (including 

fans, boosters and other interested parties) to engage with their projects in a number of ways. booster day 

presented each team with a challenge to explore audience engagement activities and to employ the methods 

most appropriate for testing their projects’ assumptions. a discussion of audience engagement methods used by 

ideabooST teams is addressed in Section 4.

armed with the results of their booster day experiences, teams evaluated research findings and determined 

whether they had validated or invalidated their assumptions. This information propelled them to refine their 

business models and projects in preparation for their launch from the program, either by further fleshing out 

their projects or by pivoting their hypothesis about a customer pain point or product. 

business model canvas

value proposition designer

+

ValUe ProPoSiTion cUSTomer SeGmenT

fit

BOOsTeR dAy

once the teams had designed their business models, identified their value propositions and related audiences, 

and determined their business models’ riskiest assumptions, they prepared themselves for the real world 

challenge of booster day. This day long event was designed to bring projects and audiences together in real 

time for the expressed purpose of validating or invalidating assumptions about each project’s viability. in order 

to do so, each team employed specific audience engagement methods that would enable them to elicit valuable 

information about the viability of their projects. a discussion of the audience engagement methods used by 

ideabooST teams is addressed in Section 4.
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in their paper daily life, not markets: customer-centred design, design researchers Vijay Kumar and Patrick 

Whitney explored customer centred design. They explained that product-focused research typically focuses on 

customer reactions to products and can lead to specific insights about current offerings. While this can enable a 

company to make specific improvements, they believe it rarely leads to surprising improvements or completely 

new products. They also note that because product-focused research doesn’t often facilitate the discovery of 

big opportunities, some companies have turned to culture-focused research, with a view to understanding the 

broader forces at play in value systems, new social structures and relationships between people. While this type 

of research can yield surprising discoveries, they are usually not specific enough to help in the development of a 

product or service. on one hand, product-focused research is practical, however it rarely leads to new insights. 

and on the other hand, culture-focused research can provide researchers with big insights that might be far too 

general to apply in the context of a company’s product or service offerings.

4.  audience engagement in action 

4.2  meThOds Used By ideABOOsT TeAms

The following table presents the methods used by the first cohort of ideabooST participant teams, the design 

research methods they were adapted from and the teams that made use of them. For more detailed information 

on using method, see appendix 1.

ideaBOOsT 
method

Adapted from 
design Research 
method

Brief
description

brainstorming brainstorming a creative and interactive method used in face-to-face 
and online group working sessions to generate new ideas 
around a specific area of interest. 

Used by:  Ghost Town Project

crowdfunding crowdsourcing a form of crowdsourcing that leverages social media to 
elicit small financial contributions from friends, family and 
social networks.

Used by:  Ghost Town Project, ramen Party,  
your Task // Shoot Things

Focus Group Focus Group a gathering of selected groups of people for discussion 
(on opinions and experiences).

Used by:  Ghost Town Project, The Path

in-depth interview interviews:  
the long interview

long and detailed face-to-face interview 

Used by:  your Task // Shoot Things

make Tools Generative research:  
make tools

involves having designers, researchers, and stakeholders 
come together to codesign, facilitated by language that has 
a shared understanding across the groups.

Used by:  Ghost Town Project, ramen Party

observation observation: PoemS/
PoSTa

Framework for gathering observational research data: 
People (who’s involved), objects (tools involved), 
environment (context), messages (visual information), 
Services (what systems enable activity).

Used by:  ramen Party 
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Figure 4: activity Focused research

The authors assert, with the aid of Figure 4, that activity-focused research, (research which is focused on 

the activities consumers are trying to accomplish with a product), can lead to surprising innovations that are 

grounded in their daily lives, as illustrated by the diagram below. This position is consistent with ideabooST’s 

aims and is further supported by the lean Startup machine’s product and business development philosophy and 

the business model canvas’ focus on finding the right value proposition for a given customer segment. 

The intersections between design research, business model design, and validated learning lend support to use 

of design research techniques in the elaboration of ideabooST’s audience engagement methods. 

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/journals.htm?articleid=1614213
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ideaBOOsT 
method

online Q&a

Adapted from 
design Research 
method

Focus Group

Brief 
description

live online events in which fans can interact with hosts

Used by:  asapScience, The Path

Polls Polls an informal survey in which people’s opinion are asked

Used by:  Ghost Town Project

Prototyping Prototyping involves creating mock-ups of designs, ranging from 
physical products to spatial experiences. can be used 
in actual usage contexts to closely simulate a user’s 
experience

Used by:  buffer Film Fest, ramen Party

Questionnaire Questionnaire a set of carefully designed questions given in exactly the 
same form to a group of people

Used by:  your Task // Shoot Things

Simulation Simulation making use of a suitable substitute for constructing and 
understanding field research

Used by:  ramen Party

Survey Survey Used when there is a clear idea of the important questions 
to ask participants and a sense of all possible answers. 
This technique is intended to be generalizable across a 
population

Used by:  asapScience, your Task // Shoot Things

Think aloud mental model elicitation: 
cognitive task analysis

Participants narrate their thoughts and feelings as they 
engage with the spatial interface

Used by:  rollers of the realm

User Testing User testing: usability 
testing

assessing usability (ease-of-use, speed-of-use, user’s 
accuracy in performing tasks, emotional experience of 
user) via field or lab observation studies

Used by:  rollers of the realm

Video ethnography observation:  
video ethnography

Videotaping activities without researcher being present

Used by:  rollers of the realm

4.3  mAPPing The meThOds

many design research methods and techniques are flexible and can be adapted according to circumstances 

and desired goals. The same is true for the audience engagement methods used by ideabooST teams. For the 

purposes of this program, teams were looking for methods that would help them achieve two key goals: gain 

a deeper understanding about their audiences and provide opportunities for interaction with and between 

audiences.

Figure 5 below maps the ideabooST audience engagement methods in their generic state. That is, without 

regard to a particular set of circumstances. many methods fit nicely into one type of activity, though many 

can be used to serve either or both purposes, depending on how and why they are being employed. For 

example, generally, observation is extremely useful for gaining a deeper understanding of audiences, as it 

offers a researcher the opportunity to observe users engaged in activity without fear of influencing the results. 

brainstorming is an excellent tool for fostering interaction. most brainstorming sessions require participants 

to interact with other participants while sharing their ideas. a method such as surveys can be used to serve 

either end if the circumstances deemed it necessary. one survey could be used to elicit detailed information 

about potential or existing audiences, users or customers. a different type of survey could be designed to be 

interactive and shared across social networks. 

figure 5: mapping the Cohort’s audience engagement methods

methods mapped differently for individual projects, as they were adapted for each team’s unique circumstances 

and desired goals. it would have been very convenient to be able to map the methods as being suited to either 

audience understanding or audience interaction. however, in reality many methods can be used in multiple 

ways and under different circumstances in order to achieve different results. Few methods reside solely in one 

camp or the other. For more detailed information on each method, see appendix 1.

4.2  meThOds Used By ideABOOsT TeAms  Continued
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below is a list of the online platforms that played an important role in 

the ideabooST projects from the first cohort. 

4.4  PlATfORms fOR engAging AUdienCes

audience engagement can take many forms. it can also take place in many environments – physical or virtual. 

While face-to-face engagement on booster day was an important element of the ideabooST experience, all 

of the participating teams made extensive use of online platforms such as social networks, crowdfunding sites, 

blogs, website and landing pages.

online platforms offer many advantages. They are not limited by proximity, scale or synchronicity. it does not 

matter where fans are located, they can interact with each other and their favourite properties via a wide range 

of platforms. most platforms can facilitate a handful or tens of thousands of fans interactions. online platforms 

also accommodate interactions that are synchronous (taking place at the same time) or asynchronous (taking 

place at different times). 

Social media platforms share an important characteristic: as mediated platforms, direct feedback mechanisms 

are directly built into the experience. This is especially important to digital entertainment producers as the 

simple act of being present on social media platforms affords the opportunity for fans to give feedback on the 

content or experiences that were design and created. Producers have the advantage of the transparency that 

is inherent in this set up. Social media platforms such as Facebook, Google +, Pinterest, Tumblr or youTube 

encompass many millions of users from across the world. This can offer a measure of anonymity on the part 

of audiences or users, that is much more difficult in face-to-face situations, which can foster candid discussion 

about entertainment content and experiences. Witnessing a discussion between people who are not fans can 

reveal surprising and significant insights on a property.  

audience engagement audience engagement

When the goal is to gain a better 
understanding of audiences, these methods 
can be very useful: 

observation 
Video ethnography 
Prototyping 
interview 
Think aloud
User Testing 
Simulation 
crowdfunding

When the goals is interacting with 
audiences, these methods are very 
useful: 

make Tools 
brainstorming  
Focus Group
Think aloud 
Polls 
online Q&as
Survey 
crowdfunding

Focus Group
online Q&a
Questionnaire
Survey
Poll
interview
make Tools

Online 
Platform

Brief 
description

bandcamp is an online music store and 

platform for artist promotion that mainly 

serves independent artists.

Used by:  

yamanTaKa //Sonic TiTan to share the music that will 

be part of the your Task Shoot // Things game with fans 

Facebook is the world’s largest social 

network with over a billion  users. Fan 

pages are different to individual user profile 

pages. Set up by individuals and business 

for promotional purposes, they enable fans 

to stay in contact with personalities and 

properties of interest.

ideabooST teams to share content and information 

with fans, answer fan questions

Good.is is global community of, by, and 

for pragmatic idealists working towards 

individual and collective progress. 

Good.is is the platform for collaboration 

amongst members of the Good 

community and the organizations 

and corporations that work with the 

Good community. This platform often 

complements documentaries and other 

factual properties that are centred around 

the idea of doing good.

Ghost Town Project to connect with people who 

support the values espoused by their project

Google + / hangouts is the second  

largest social networking site in the  

world, with a total of 500 million users. 

While other conventional social networks 

are generally accessed via a single website, 

Google + is considered a “social layer”  

that covers many of Google’s properties. 

Google hangouts are group video chats. 

They can be private or can take place  

“on-air”.

ideabooST teams to share content and information 

with fans. The Path used “on-air” Google hangout 

to host their “creative rooms”, in which fans 

participates in Q&as with writers and other key 

contributors to the development of the series.  

asapScience used Google hangouts to host an 

online Q&a with the two principles who had never 

been seen on camera before (in the context of 

asapScience)
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audience engagement audience engagement

Online 
Platform

Brief 
description

indiegogo is an international crowdfunding website that 

supports funding campaigns in areas such as music, charity, 

small business and film. crowdfunding is a type of crowd 

sourcing and describes the collective effort of individuals 

who network and pool their money, usually via the internet, 

to support efforts initiated by other people or organizations. 

Used by:  

ramen Party and your Task // Shoot 

Things to raise awareness and funds 

toward the development of their 

projects

Pinterest is a pinboard-style photo-sharing website that 

allows users to create and manage theme-based image 

collections. Users can browse other pinboards for images, 

‘re-pin’ images to their own pinboards, or ‘like’ photos.

Ghost Town Project to share photos 

of the site of their first revitalization 

project

Steam Greenlight is a digital distribution, digital rights 

management, multiplayer and communications platform. it 

is used to distribute games and related media online, from 

small independent developers to larger software houses. 

Steam Greenlight is a way for Steam users to help promote 

games they feel should be added to the Steam service. 

developers submit information about their games, as well as 

early builds or beta versions for users to explore. if users like 

their experience they can pledge support for these games. 

Games with the most support are then made available on 

the Steam service. Game developers often use this platforms 

for testing early builds or beta versions of game and building 

a fan base. 

Phantom compass to user test and 

promote rollers of the realm in 

order to secure a publisher for the 

game

Thinglink is a set of in-image interaction tools that change 

how people engage with photos by transforming them from 

a static image, into a navigational surface for exploring rich, 

relevant content that enhances the viewer’s knowledge 

and experience. brands, publishers and bloggers use this 

platform to share links, drive traffic, and set up image-based 

advertising campaigns.

Will be used by Ghost Town 

Project as an additional platform for 

sharing rich information about GTP 

revitalizations sites

Online 
Platform

Brief 
description

Tumblr is a microblogging and social networking platform  

that allows users to post multimedia and other content to  

a short-form blog.

Used by:  

ideabooST teams to share content 

and information related to their 

projects. 

Twitter is an online social networking and microblogging 

service that enables users to send and read text-based 

messages of up to 140 characters. 

often used by most teams for short, 

fun, newsy tweets.

Vimeo is a video sharing site where users upload, view and 

share videos. considered by animators and film and video 

makers to be a more professional platform than youTube for 

presenting their work. 

ramen Party to share their 

animations and indiegogo videos.

Website/landing Page is a central platform from which fans 

can find access points to all other engagement platforms 

related to the property. 

ideabooST teams to share 

information and links to content 

and related content and solicit 

suggestions for their projects. 

youTube is a video sharing site where users upload,  

view and share videos.

most ideabooST teams to share 

video content with fans. For 

asapScience, youTube is the 

community’s website and landing 

page which offers links to all other 

platforms where asapScience 

content can be found.
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5.  Case studies

The case study is one of many ways of doing research into the social sciences. case studies are often used when 

“how” and “why“ questions are being posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the 

focus is on contemporary phenomena, as opposed to historical. considered this way, case studies were ideal 

for investigating how audience engagement strategies were playing out across the teams that formed the first 

cohort of the ideabooST program. 

While seven teams formed the first cohort of the program, the following case studies represent investigations 

into four specific projects – asapScience, The Ghost Town Project, ramen Party and rollers of the realm. The 

four case studies cover projects that entered the program in early-, mid- and late-stages of development. For the 

purposes of this research, “early-stage” defines a project that is still in conceptual form. it is an idea that may 

be relatively well defined, but it does not yet exist beyond a description. Prior to participating in ideabooST, 

an early-stage project would typically not yet exist as a prototype, and the concept would have had limited 

exposure to potential audiences. a mid-stage project is one where the concept has been well defined, and a 

prototype has been produced and tested with a limited audience. late-stage describes the state of a project that 

has existed out in the world for a period of time. This also represents a concept that has been prototyped, tested 

and refined. as a result, it has gained support from a broad audience.

The format for the case studies unfolds in the following manner: a description of the project, its value 

proposition and target audiences and goals for participating in the program; an exploration of its journey 

through ideabooST; a description of audience engagement efforts; methods and platforms used; findings from 

the audience engagement research; and impact of ideabooST experience on the future of the project. 

5.1  AsAPsCienCe

company: asapScience – www.aspascience.com 

Team members: mitchell moffit, Gregory brown 

Project development: late stage

Project type: video series 

Total emails collected on entering ideabooST  - 2086

Project description:

asapScience is an educational and entertaining resource for curious minds of all ages to understand the 

science in their own lives. it uses engaging aesthetics and relatable topics to capture the imagination of its 

viewers and to create an online community of scientific curiosity, questioning, and learning. While primarily 

through online video, asapScience engages and entertains through social media, written literature, and web-

based content. overall, asapScience provides an alternative to traditional learning in science by focusing on 

quirky, real-life scenarios that people can learn through.

Overview of ideaBOOsT journey

While asapScience started as a fun idea for its founders, it quickly gained momentum, growing into an 

established youTube channel with a highly popular series of youTube videos. Their stature, on youTube and 

other platforms, was evidenced by the large number of email addresses collected during the selection process 

(2086), despite declaring their desire to participate close to the deadline.

Upon entering the program, they hadn’t clearly defined their business goals. While they had a large number 

of ideas, including growing audiences, bringing focus and coherence to their activity on social media and 

exploring ways to expand the brand beyond the established youTube channel, they didn’t have a clear strategy 

for moving forward and expanding the brand. 

Working with the business model canvas and the lean Startup machine methodology, the team solidified their 

understanding of their core “value proposition – customer segment” relationships:

O online learning resource (original and curated content) for science lovers of all ages 

O online teaching resource (original and curated content) for teachers and other educators 

O Platform for educating a mass audience on science topics of interest for the scientific community 

audience engagement audience engagement

ideaBOOST fall cohort launch, March 21, 2013

http://www.aspascience.com
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While asapScience originally took advantage of youTube/Google adSense program to connect pre-roll, in-

stream or banner ads to their videos as a revenue stream, they refined their vision for a revenue model to 

include:

O Sponsored videos: 

  . direct sponsorship/product placement – videos crafted around a product

  . content sponsors – videos speaking to a specific subject

O merchandizing – creating merchandize for fans to purchase

O book deals – adapting asapScience videos for a book format

validated learning: assumptions tested & learnings:

a key question on the mind of asapScience team revolved around their audience’s comfort with the integration 

of advertising and sponsorship. as they already had a broad and committed fan base they did not want to risk 

offending their fans by introducing revenue generation in a way that was too intrusive to the experience. They 

needed to understand how their fans would react to the way both advertising and sponsorship were being 

brought into the mix. 

rather than implementing a new revenue model and risking a reaction that could be damaging to their brand 

and community, they launched an online survey and held an on-air Google hangout with the team members 

on booster day in order to: 

on booster day, the team employed two 

methods for engaging their audience. The first, 

an online survey, was specifically designed to 

help them develop a greater understanding of 

their audience. The survey covered a range of 

topics related to frequency of video postings, 

merchandizing, and options for revenue 

generation. as a result, the survey helped 

shape the development of asapScience, 

acted as social object that could be shared 

between existing fans and informed the 

evolution of the project’s revenue model.

The second method was an online Q&a that 

took place on-air via Google hangout, which 

enabled fans of the asapScience community 

audience engagement audience engagement

O Get feedback on perception of advertising in   

 asapScience videos

O Understand which methods of ad placement were  
 most easily integrated and accepted

They received a very strong response to the survey in a 

short period of time with over 800 respondents. Via the 

survey and the Q&a session, they learned that fans were 

happy with the frequency of their video postings (~once 

a week), and were open to asapScience making use of 

advertising as long as it wasn’t too intrusive. They also 

learned that fans responded really well to seeing mitch, 

the narrator, on screen. Until that point, they’d only heard 

his voice.

ideaBOOST fall cohort launch, 

March 21, 2013
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Audience engagement methods used:

to interact in real-time with and get to know the team members. Previous to that event, fans had only been 

familiar with mitchell moffit’s voice as the narrator of asapScience videos. This live, online experience created 

an opportunity for the team to get to know their fans, discuss the videos and exchange ideas for new videos. 

This highly successful event was also a great opportunity for new fans to be introduced to the brand. 

asapScience’s audience engagement graph above reflects the fact that both methods were used in a way to 

contribute to audience understanding and audience interaction. 

familiarity with validation and interaction strategies:

The team was less familiar with the business validation elements of the program. as asapScience was a late 

stage project, validated learning was not focussed solely on developing the project. rather it was an important 

factor in developing the company that has grown out of the youTube channel. asapScience audience 

understanding activities were employed to develop revenue streams for the company.
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youTube – (< 700,000 subscribers) is the asapScience webpage and main distribution/presentation 

and audience interaction platform. each video acts as an individual platforms for audience 

engagement around a topic. youTube provides an archive of all asapScience videos, as well as 

stats on subscriptions, views, and links to asapScience’s other platforms. Their most popular video 

has ~ 7.5 million views. 

Google+ (< 700 +1s) – is an additional distribution/presentation platform where fans can leave 

questions, comments and make suggestions for other video topics.

Facebook (~ 70,000 likes) – is a third distribution/presentation platform for asapScience video. 

The team employs a different strategy for Facebook than on their home base, youTube. here, 

asapScience’s strategy is more than sharing their videos, it is to create a community hub in which 

science-relates news, videos, jokes, and visuals can be shared and conversations can be sparked. 

Twitter – (~ 26,000 Followers) contrasts other platforms by being the place where the team shares 

more personal tweets and engages in more personal and fun interactions with fans. here, the team 

shares bite sized fun and amazing science facts. Fans can also share info and offer video suggestions.

Tumblr – another distribution/presentation platform for the asapScience team’s videos, Tumblr 

also enables them to share information on science and related matters. 

5.2  The ghOsT TOwn PROjeCT 

company – intuitive Pictures, inc - http://intuitivepictures.ca/

Team - ina Fichman, Valerie abita, eric blais

Project development – early Stage

Project type – cross media property

Total emails collected on entering ideabooST  – 1411

Project description:

imagine a new version of extreme home make over or bbc’s restoration home where online engagement 

has real world implications and influence. The Ghost Town Project will bring abandoned sites back to life, 

one building at a time. This passionate and engaging project will bring locals, experts and an engaged online 

community together to rebuild and restore one landmark building in each location. With one foot in the past 

and a firm grip on participatory creation The Ghost Town Project takes the position of making our online 

community an active character in our groundbreaking series. 

Overview of ideaBOOsT journey

While intuitive Pictures, inc. is an established film, TV and interactive media production company, the team 

entered ideabooST with an early stage project. at that time, they conceived of The Ghost Town Project (GhP) 

as a transmedia project that leveraged a video series and online platforms to bring communities (local and 

distributed) together to help rehabilitate abandoned sites. 

Working with both the business model canvas and the lean Startup machine methodology enabled the team 

to refocus their initial concept of facilitating “an emotional journey of transformation” into a new incarnation of 

reality programming, in other words, a meaningful multiplatform experience. 

They identified their value proposition – customer segment relationships as:

O creative and practical revitalization ideas for site owners

O attention to community, jobs, boost to local economy and revitalized communal (3rd spaces) for the site  

 communities 

O original, emotionally engaging content for broadcasters and media companies

O entertainment/education, philanthropy, and an opportunity to engage in the betterment of an area for virtual  

 communities

over the course of its ideabooST experience, the team further refined their cross-platform concept and 

audience engagement audience engagement

Audience engagement Platforms: asapScience is active on a number of platforms including:

impact of ideaBOOsT on project’s development

Seen solely through the lens of project development, 

ideabooST has had less impact on the shape 

asapScience as it has on other projects in the first cohort. 

This is because asapScience was a mature project upon 

entering the program. While only a few months old at 

the time of joining the first cohort, the team’s initial idea 

had already been realized, boasting many highly popular 

videos and a sizeable fan base. however, seen through 

a broader lens, it is clear that ideabooST has had an 

important impact on the development of asapScience 

as a company.  The ideabooST experience enabled 

the team to evolve their idea for creating an educational 

community focused on science, to an educational and 

The Ghost Town Project

entertaining online science show and channel with 

tentacles across multiple platforms, to a viable company 

with a strong brand that is poised to expand into television, 

books, and embrace demographics beyond their core 

audience and domains related to science.

launch and beyond

at the program’s launch day, the team announced 

that they were looking for the right strategic partners 

to help expand their brand and build their company. 

Future directions for asapScience include hiring 

staff, increasing the production values of their videos, 

partnerships with broadcasters, book publishers, and 

other science related web publishers. They are also 

considering expanding the brand into areas other 

than science, such as asapbUSineSS, asapFiTneSS 

and asapbeaUTy.
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identified their first site for revitalization, 

the heidelberg inn at the Keansburg 

amusement Park in new Jersey, USa. 

The historic amusement park was severely 

damaged by hurricane Sandy in 2012.

validated learning: assumptions  
tested & learnings:

Going into booster day, the team had 

key assumptions to test: that audiences 

would care about and get engaged in 

sites that were not in their geographic 

community and that audiences would be 

interested in collaborating on creation 

or design activities related to these sites. 

They determined that audiences could 

be engaged in a good story and it didn’t 

matter that the location wasn’t on their 

doorstep. as long as potential sites had a 

significant history, supported the telling of 

a good story and already had an actively 

engaged local community, distributed 

audiences would be willing to invest time 

and effort in supporting the revitalization 

of that site. 

The Ghost Town Project team embarked 

one of the most comprehensive 

audience engagement plans of all the 

teams participating in the first cohort of 

ideabooST. on booster day, they made 

good use of the boosters who participated 

and led them through four different

audience engagement methods: brainstorming, Focus Group, make Tools and Polls. The GTP team designed 

the booster day experience as one large focus group, in which the other audience engagement methods were 

employed. First, the team showed the focus group a previously prepared video and asked them for feedback 

on the concept and proposed process. boosters were also asked to brainstorm potential sites for revitalization 

and in the process of refining criteria for future sites, they determined that the team would start with the 

heidelberg inn at the Keansburg amusement Park in new Jersey, USa. For the make Tools method, boosters 

collaborated with experts to create potential revitalization designs for the Keansburg site. boosters were 

polled about alternative names for the project. The original name, The Ghost Town Project, was confirmed. 

Following booster day, the team set up an on-air, online Q&a using Google hangout and brought together 

conservation experts and other parties interested in the revitalization of the first site. 

as the graphic below demonstrates, GTP’s engagement methods were strongly focused on audience interactions. 

They provided boosters with the opportunity to interact with the team and the project’s concept by actively 

generating ideas. however, this combination of methods was also successful in helping the team develop a 

more nuanced understanding of the mindset of potential audiences and partners. 

familiarity with validation and interaction strategies: 

as an established media production company that has made content for multiple platforms, the team was quite 

familiar with many aspects of fostering audience interactions. This was further evidenced by the fact that they 

invested time and energy in developing a comprehensive social media plan, which would serve as a test bed 

for future engagement activities. The team was less familiar with the concept of validating business assumptions. 

Audience engagement Platforms:

The team developed an in-depth social media strategy for the project, some of which is taking place currently 

and some of which will unfold in the future. it will focus on raising awareness of both the GTP and the individual 

revitalizations efforts on the go. 

Platforms specific to the broader Ghost Town Project:

audience engagement audience engagement

Website/blog – has not yet been launched, but will allow the team to share news and updates at a 

deeper and more detailed level than is possible with Facebook and Twitter. it will focus on “behind 

the scenes” content that highlights relationships that exist within communities surrounding GTP 

revitalizations sites.

Facebook – is a significant platform for creating a strong sense of community. Via this “virtual town 

hall” the team can share information about the Ghost Town Project and the site currently being 

revitalized.
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Audience engagement methods used:

Business Model Canvas Workshop
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Good.is/Google+ – will be the platforms for sharing video such as the GTP trailer, and also for 

receiving feedback on the project 

Twitter – will serve as the GTP’s newswire, promoting activities on and offline.

youTube – will host and distribute proof-of-concept short videos, inviting feedback via comments 

and ratings.

impact of ideabooST on project’s development

an early stage project, The Ghost Town Project is an interesting case for study, despite still being early in its 

development, and as a result being less able to demonstrate visible results at this time. This project is the focus 

of a case study because of its use of audience engagement methods, the comprehensive social media strategy 

that has been proposed, and the emergence of a new media property development process that challenges 

established television engagement, financing and distribution paradigms. 

The success of this project is contingent on the collaborative spirit of its audiences. it demands an engaged 

audience with a strong desire to do good work. it relies on an audience that cares despite the fact that the 

recipients of this generosity might not be part of their geographic community. The GTP team made good use 

of a suite of engagement methods on booster day that helped them refine key aspects of their project and 

understand their audiences’ behaviours and motivations. This in turn enabled them to elaborate a social media 

plan that would support continued audience engagement and activity across a number of touch points. 

The GTP team has a long history in media production in canada, and internationally. They were very familiar 

with the development and financing challenges of production. Their experience with ideabooST allowed them 

to explore a different process for developing their project. They have taken a concept for a media production, 

tested it to see how it might resonate with audiences and enabled audiences to participate in the development 

of the concept and the shaping of the media property. They have demonstrated that geographically removed 

audiences can be mobilized to participate in a storytelling experience that has benefits elsewhere. 

a challenge for traditional media production is being able to show with certainty that there is an audience 

for the production. GTP’s process gets audience buy-in and participation early. This is further supported by 

crowdfunding campaigns that demonstrate, if they are successful, that there is a community of interested parties 

willing to make the project happen. an audience that participates and co-creates from the development stage 

through to completion shifts from functioning as customer in a financial transaction. rather, the team develops 

an on-going relationship with the audience, their collaborators and partners in the process. This may provide 

increased confidence to media production financers with regard to a potential investment. 

launch and beyond

at the launch day event, the GTP project announced they were looking for broadcast partners who believed 

in the efficacy of social media and transmedia storytelling for the television aspect of this project. They also 

announced they would soon be launching an indiegogo campaign for the revitalization project at heidelberg 

inn. Going forward, the team will push further into implementing its social media plan.

audience engagement audience engagement

Specific to site identified for revitalization:

Google +/hangout – offered the team the opportunity to host an online Q&Q with owner of the 

Keansburg site and an architect in order to explore ideas for bringing the site back to life.

indiegogo – while the campaign has not yet been launched, the fundraising campaign will not have 

the goal of raising fund for The Ghost Town Project but rather it will raise fund in support of the 

revitalization of the heidelberg inn at Keansburg amusement Park, new Jersey. Unlike others, GTP’s 

site specific indiegogo campaigns will be characters in the story they help to develop.

Pinterest – is an ideal platform for the GTP community to share photos of potential sites for 

revitalization because it is based around sharing images. The GTP pinboard will be both a project 

photographic repository of “what is” and “what may be” as well as a visual storybook of each 

individual project’s revitalization process.

Thinglink – will be used to share images (and rich content) from revitalizations sites
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Project description:

ramen Party is a cross-media entertainment property that gets preschool children and their culture-savvy 

parents interested in music, food, and culture by introducing them to quirky characters based on Japanese food 

ingredients. each of these characters has both a distinct musical sound and a signature goofy dance, which, 

when brought together, create not only a tasty bowl of ramen, but also a fun little song and a party full of 

dancing friends. Products will include a free music video to introduce the characters, an interactive storybook 

app that has challenges for the reader to accomplish in order to collect characters and merchandise such as a 

variety of interactive and traditional toys. 

Overview of ideaBOOsT journey

ramen Party was sparked by the team’s shared passion for food. When the team entered the ideabooST 

program, their goal was to create an interactive storybook app that would be attractive to parents and would 

introduce young children to the ingredients found in ramen. in addition, they were considering the possibility 

of making a web or television series based on the characters.  

as they explored the business model canvas and the lean Startup methodology, the team refined their value 

proposition – customer segment relationships: 

a series of story dishes inspired by character-based ingredients that when mixed together create a cultural 

musical feast for pre-schoolers 

validated learning: assumptions tested & learnings:

as the team was bringing a new world to life that included previously unknown characters and settings, the team 

needed to know if the world was compelling and if children would respond to the characters. in addition, they 

needed a deeper understanding of how parents allocated and prioritized funds for toys for their children. To 

accomplish this, the ramen Party team produced an extensive set of experiences for the kids and their parents 

who participated in booster day activities. The team set up five stations with specific interactions in mind:

craFT STaTion – supplied with 

the elements, kids put together 

their own ramen Party characters

animaTion STaTion – the 

team took the characters created 

by the kids and animated 

them on video, to be part of 

compilation animation video

audience engagement audience engagement

as the above diagram illustrates, 

the ramen Party team made use 

of audience engagement methods 

that covered both audience 

understanding and audience 

interaction activities. The majority 

of them were employed on 

booster day, when they invited 

children and parents to interact 

with five activity stations. The 

methods that employed on 

that day were:  make Tools, 

Simulation and observation.

Working with the make Tools 

method enabled the team to get 

parents and their children 

interacting with the brand by making the characters, participating in making of the animation video and its 

credit sequence. The team crafted a simulation of the shopping experience in which they gave parents play 

money and asked them to shop for kids’ entertainment. This method provided the team with insights about 

parents’ spending habits. The team observed the interaction between the children, and between the children 

and their parents. They also observed how the kids made and played with the ramen Party characters.

on launch day, the team announced a crowdfunding campaign on indiegogo to raise awareness of the brand 

and to fund for the development of an interactive storybook, an ebook and an interactive website.

5.3  RAmen PARTy

company – raised on ramen homepage 

http://www.ramenparty.ca/

Team - lillian chan, John Poon, John mak

Project development – early stage

Project Type – cross media entertainment property

Total emails collected on entering ideabooST  – 320
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Audience engagement methods used:

The response at the craft station demonstrated that kids responded readily to the ramen Party characters and 

world, including experimenting with the sounds and characters of the brand. Parents also confirmed that kids 

had an enhanced interest in food, ramen in particular. counter to the team’s expectation, parents gravitated 

toward the storybooks and stickers at the toyshop station, and less so to the interactive products on the table. 

This demonstrated that interactive digital and physical toys were not critical elements. if they were to continue 

pursuing a technology innovation, they would have to raise funds due to the cost of technology development. 

in the meantime, the ramen Party team would incorporate more elements into the brand. Some parents didn’t 

spend all the play money they were provided showing that quantity was not an overriding factor. rather parents 

picked specific products that met their needs indicating that, sometimes they used entertainment as distraction 

and, at other times as education. 

mUSic STaTion – kids explored 

the music behind the characters

ToyShoP STaTion – Parents 

were given play money and 

the choice of a number of kids 

entertainment objects (toys, 

books etc) to purchase

crediTS STaTion – with 

letters cut out of magazines kids 

contributed their names to the 

credit sequence of the day’s 

animation video

http://www.ramenparty.ca/
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Audience engagement Platforms: 5.4  ROlleRs Of The ReAlm 

company – Phantom compass

Team - Tony Walsh, Thomas detko, ericka evans, dave evans   

homepage - http://www.rollersoftherealm.com/ 

Project development stage – mid-stage

Total emails collected on entering ideabooST  – 2068

Project description:

combining the skill mastery and physics of pinball, with the challenge of physics-based puzzle play, and 

the engagement of role playing games, rollers of the realm offers a new yet familiar and accessible gaming 

experience. Supported by epic fantasy narrative and an ensemble cast of meaningful characters, rollers of the 

realm provides challenging, bite-sized game-play for the casual gamer. 

overview of ideabooST journey

The rTr team entered ideabooST with an alpha version of a fully funded game and had already conducted 

some testing. They also arrived with a business plan and a strategy to put rollers of the realm (rTr), which they 

saw as a pinball role-playing game (rPG) mashup, on Steam for Pc and were rebuilding the game for that end.

by working with the business model canvas and lean Startup machine methodology, the rTr team was able 

to reframe the game’s value proposition – customer segment relationship to reflect:

Skill mastery and physics of pinball combined with challenge of physics based puzzle play and the engagement 

of role playing games for casual gamers

Validated learning: assumptions tested & learnings:

Prior to starting ideabooST, the alpha version of rTr had been tested by approximately 140 people at brock 

University. The team had also emailed links to download the game to a number of connections in their networks. 

From those efforts they were able to get some useful feedback. While these alphas testers represented a broad 

spectrum of users, the team needed to get feedback on the physics, game-play experience and story line from 

their target audience – fans of pinball and rPG games. booster day enabled the team to engage directly with 

players who were interested in testing their game.  The process of watching testers play the game provided them 

with valuable feedback on the game play mechanics, look and feel. 

They confirmed that their target audience was engaged by the game and discovered that players responded 

positively toward physics-based puzzle play. as a result, the rTr team reframed their branding of the game to 

include puzzle play and expanded their target audience to casual gamers. 

audience engagement audience engagement

Website/blog – is the central hub for the project.

Facebook – the team shares info on the project and team’s activities and events. Fans of ramen Party 

interact with each other and the team 

Vimeo – is the team’s preferred platform for sharing their videos. 

Twitter – enables the team to interact with fans, share news and pictures of the characters, especially 

mr. ramen on his travels.

indiegogo – the team launched their crowdfunding campaign to raise funds for the development of 

the interactive storybook app, ebooks and website.

Familiarity with validation and interaction strategies:

coming from the animation and music industries, the team had some familiarity with audience interaction 

activities and strategies. however, they were not familiar with the concept of business model validation. 

impact of ideabooST on project’s development

When the team started the ideabooST program, they were contemplating a kids’ app and a web or television 

series. Their experience in the program helped them to explore new directions and refine their focus. Their 

audience engagement activities throughout the program had revealed to them that word of mouth about their 

brand was critical to its growth. The team also recognized that they were crafting more than an interactive app 

or video series. rather, they realized that the positive response to their characters and world would enable them 

to build a brand that can be expressed on multiple platforms, and that they needed to find the right technical 

partner to build the brand further.

launch and beyond

at the launch event, ramen Party announced their indiegogo campaign to assist in the development of an 

interactive storybook app, ebooks and their interactive website. Given the response pre-schoolers (and their 

parents) have had to the ramen Party world and characters, and how this appears to have fostered a greater 

interest on the part of pre-schoolers in exploring food, the team is interested in exploring other cultural cuisines, 

which may lead to the creation of Taco Party, Paella Party, or Spaghetti Party worlds and characters. 

http://www.rollersoftherealm.com/
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audience engagement methods used:

The rollers of the realm team started their testing process before entering the ideabooST program. That 

experience informed their audience engagement methods going forward. on booster day, the team used a 

combination of User Testing, Video ethnography and Think aloud to gain a deeper understanding of casual 

gamers who are interested in pinball, puzzle, and role-playing game play. on the day, they set up two playing 

stations with video cameras trained on the players while they tested the alpha version of the game. after they 

had finished, players watched a video playback of their own game play experience and were asked questions 

about the design, user experience and game play elements. The video playback helps the player remember 

the playing experience and speak in detail about any problems, surprises, or confusing elements, activities that 

would disrupt the experience if they happened during game play.  

Familiarity with validation and interaction strategies:

The team had extensive experience in game development on multiple 

platforms upon entering ideabooST. Previous games were often 

extensions of other media properties that were requirements of 

convergent media funding programs. ideabooST offered the rollers 

of the realm team an opportunity to exploit their own intellectual 

property and explore a different process for game development. With 

ideabooST, they were able to leverage pertinent feedback at crucial 

points in the development of the game, gaining insights that they might 

not have received using the traditional development processes. 

The team was familiar with user testing and the audience interaction 

strategies often employed in the entertainment sector. They were also 

familiar with the concepts introduced by both the business model 

canvas and the lean Startup machine methodology. While the rTr 

team’s company had tried putting many these concepts into practice, 

they had not been able to develop previous games in this manner due 

to the structure and mandate of funding programs.

impact of ideabooST on project going forward:

based on the ideabooST experience and the valuable insights they 

have gained about an iterative development model with validated 

learning, the team plans to structure the development of future projects 

in this manner.   

launch and beyond

at the launch event, the rollers of the realm team announced that 

they were looking for a publishing partner for their pinball, puzzle-play, 

role-playing game. in addition, they informed the audience that their 

participation at key industry event, the Game developers’ conference, 

had been highly successful and that the rTr game was already on 

Steam Greenlight gaining support toward a promotion on to the Steam 

distribution platform.

audience engagement audience engagement

online platforms:

Website – is the central 

landing page for the game, 

where information on the 

game is shared and players 

are invited to subscribe to 

the mailing list. 

Facebook page – shares 

game info and reviews and 

offers fans a platform for 

interaction.
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Audience engagement methods used:

Twitter – is another 

platform for sharing 

news about the 

game, reviews from 

fans

youTube – displays 

uploaded trailers for the 

game and provides another 

platform for receiving 

feedback on the game

Steam Greenlight – presents the game to the gaming 

community on Steam, receives feedback on game play 

and garners support for the game so it can be promoted to 

Steam platform
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6.  findings, insights and conclusion

6.1  findings And insighTs

The purpose of this research project was to understand how the ideabooST teams made use of “audience 

engagement” methods as they progressed through the program. related to this, was developing an understanding 

of the types of methods employed by each team and the results of using them. lastly, a cross-case analysis was 

used to uncover any significant patterns in the findings of the individual cases. 

Sections 4 outlines the audience engagement methods and platforms used in the context of the first cohort of 

the ideabooST program, while Section 5 details how four of the seven teams used these methods, what was 

learned from the experience and the impact of this knowledge on the development of teams’ future projects. 

Section 6 presents the findings of an analysis of the patterns that arose from the development of the case studies.

imPACT Of ideABOOsT:

From a project development perspective, ideabooST appeared to have a significant impact on projects in their 

early stages of development. in these cases, project concepts were open and fluid enough to take advantage 

of the insights gleaned from validated learning, and move closer toward becoming a viable project. While the 

mid-stage project, rollers of the realm, did benefit greatly from the use of audience engagement methods in 

terms shaping the positioning of the game, the impact on asapScience, as a late-stage project, did not appear 

to be significant. asapScience was already successful and viable upon entering the program. however, from a 

company development perspective, ideabooST contributed greatly to the development of asapScience as a 

company.  ideabooST helped the team to position themselves as a viable company with a strong brand that is 

poised to expand into television, books, and embrace demographics beyond their core audience and domains 

related to science.

in general, the projects that benefited most from ideabooST had team that included founders or key decision 

makers who were very active participants in the process. This was the case for asapScience, Ghost Town 

Project, and ramen Party, where one of the two official ideabooST participants included founders.  For 

buffer Film Festival and your Task // Shoot Things, the founder or key decision maker was not able to actively 

participate in each and every stage or event. 

For The Path and rollers of the realm, where each project was one of several on the roster of an established 

media production company, those who had ultimate creative control were not active participants throughout 

ideabooST, and therefore weren’t present to personally experience the new ideas and skills that served to shift 

perspectives of old or established paradigms. however, mentor and faculty intervention to urge participants 

from Tha Path and rollers of the realm to see audience understanding and audience interaction as scalable 

and repeatable processes to use in subsequent projects by their companies, was met with much enthusiasm. 

and at the end of ideabooST, both Smokebomb entertainment (The Path) and Phantom compass (rollers of 

the realm) founders were convinced of this.

audience engagement audience engagement

BUilding TOwARd BUsiness sUCCess 

ideabooST is a business accelerator that was designed to guide digital entertainment companies through a 

customized business strategy towards product commercialization and company sustainability. based on data 

from experiences of the first cohort, the program appears to be leading project teams on a journey from 

business case development toward the goal of business success. in business case development, the initial 

concept is tested to determine whether there is a target audience that is willing to pay for the product. riskiest 

business and design assumptions are validated or invalidated. if invalidated, teams pivot to find a better “value 

proposition – customer segment” fit. driving toward business success entails continuing to test assumptions as 

the product or service is further developed, while seeking to build and interact with audiences (as co-creators, 

customers and/or marketers). business success is achieved when companies have both a high understanding of 

their audiences and a high level of interaction with them. in other words, companies know they have developed 

a product with a broad customer base and they have created opportunities for audiences to participate in the 

shaping of the product or service and in amplifying marketing and promotion efforts.
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audience engagement audience engagement

PROjeCT develOPmenT sTAge And AUdienCe 
engAgemenT meThOds Used

The impact of the program is less pronounced in 

asapScience. The cohort’s only late stage project 

had already built a solid concept and fan base. 

For the team, it was less a question of shaping a 

developing concept than understanding how existing 

fans might react to steps toward evolving the brand. 

While it is hard to generalize based on evidence from 

one case, it may be that the asapScience team was 

less interested in a radical transformation, because 

their project was in ascendency. if the project had 

been mature but waning in popularity or impact, 

there might have been more incentive to explore 

radical changes to the value proposition and/or its 

relationship to core audiences.

Generally, early stage projects focused on methods 

that supported audience understanding. For 

example, buffer Film Festival, ramen Party and your 

Task // Shoot Things are projects that used methods 

in support of both types of learning but placed 

more emphasis on understanding the nature of their 

audiences. This is likely because validated learning 

was required to develop a better understanding of 

the project’s value proposition and the nature of 

target audience, identify customer problems that 

could to be solved or pain points addressed, and 

whether customers might buy what they had to offer. 

When considering the impact of ideabooST on the development of a business case, 
the following insights can be made:

Booster emails at 
start of ideaBOOST

The Ghost Town Project

the path
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TyPe Of PROjeCT

early STaGe  
projects move the development of their concept 
forward by: 

O using audience engagement methods to gain an  
 understanding of audiences’ interest in their   
 project, and the problem their project solves

O validating that their projects have a target   
 audience that is willing to invest time, energy   
 and money

O starting to build audiences, foster interaction   
 and invite audiences to co-create

mid-STaGe  
projects consolidate their experience by:

O using methods to deepen their understanding of  
 audiences

O building on the understanding of    
 audienceinterest/need, pivoting to bring greater  
 alignment if necessary

O finding more opportunities to broaden their fan  
 base, continuing to foster greater levels of   
 interaction

laTe STaGe  
projects move toward business success by:

O relying on their audience understanding to  
 foresee or foster shifts in their audience

O finding more ways to gain new audiences and to  
 guide existing audiences as they explore new  
 directions 

O leveraging audience interaction to scale  
 operations

fAmiliARiTy wiTh AUdienCe UndeRsTAnding 
And engAgemenT COnCePTs And meThOds:

all the teams of the first cohort were familiar with the 

concept of audience interaction. Some had conceived 

their projects with co-creation in mind (GTP and The Path). 

others were built on social platforms where interacting with 

audiences is part of the platform’s dna (asapScience, 

buffer Film Festival) or for interactive platforms (rollers 

of the realm, your Task // Shoot Things, ramen Party). 

Given this, and the fact teams had to leverage their social 

networks as part of the selection criteria, it is not surprising 

that all of the first cohort was familiar with the concept 

of co-creating with audiences or fostering their ability to 

market and promote entertainment properties. 

only one team had prior experience with the concept 

of audience understanding that is explored in both 

the business model canvas and lean Startup machine 

methodology. For the other six teams, the idea of focusing 

their value propositions to meet a need or pain point in 

their audiences and customers was very different and 

new. having experienced how helpful this process is in 

the identification of a clear value proposition and target 

audience, most teams indicated they would continue to 

employ this process for future projects. in particular, the 

rollers of the realm team plans to incorporate an iterative 

process into the development of their future projects. The 

teams for The Path and Ghost Town Project have each 

identified new development models for media productions 

as a result of their ideabooST experiences. in both cases, 

they have been able to recognize the benefits of building 

a property together with their audiences, thereby fostering 

a greater investment in the project on the part of the fans. 

deeply invested fans are more likely share their love of 

the property with their own social networks and amplify 

existing promotional and marketing efforts.
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6.2  COnClUsiOn

The examination of the first cohort’s experience with the ideabooST program has demonstrated that audience 

engagement strategies can be applied to both the development of a product (e.g. rollers of the realm) and to the 

development of a business (asapScience). it has also demonstrated that both forms of audience engagement 

had an impact on mature companies (intuitive Pictures inc’s Ghost Town Project) and new companies that 

formed around the creation of an idea (raised on ramen’s ramen Party).

This research has also found that greater impact can be seen when founders are actively involved and are 

looking to grow and sustain their companies (e.g. asapScience, Ghost Town Project), compared to the more 

straightforward desire to develop a project (buffer Film Festival, your Task // Shoot Things).

Given that audience engagement is critical for both project development and company development, and that 

the program has been beneficial to founders looking to develop both their products and their businesses, it 

would make sense for ideabooST to focus on working with founders who are interested in growing companies 

as well as developing projects. 

effiCACy Of AUdienCe engAgemenT sTRATegies

as audience engagement is a core element of the ideabooST program, it is important to assess its efficacy. 

For many reasons, it is too early to fully understand the extent to which audience engagement strategies were 

effective. This report explored the experience of the very first cohort of a brand new program that only lasted 

several months. ideabooST represented the first of many stages on the path toward completion. This was the 

case regardless of a project’s stage of development. in addition, this report was drafted very shortly after the 

teams completed their ideabooST experience. 

TyPe Of PROjeCTs

GTP and The Path, projects that were initially conceived as transmedia properties, employed audience 

engagement methods that were designed equally for understanding audiences, and for interacting with them. 

This is not surprising as cross media and transmedia projects are often developed with co-creation and fan 

interaction as a core element. additionally, as these were early stage projects, with the teams still defining initial 

concepts, it is logical that the teams would have been interested in understanding the nature of their audiences 

and their involvement. 

ramen Party, by contrast, was initially conceived as an interactive app. it was during the ideabooST program that 

team members refined their concept to frame ramen Party as a cross media property. This was also an early stage 

project and focused on customer validation first, and building an audience for their brand as a secondary learning.

PResenCe On Online PlATfORms

 all teams were actively engaged on 5 or more platforms, with the exception of the buffer Film Festival, which 

was active on two platforms, its website and youTube. youTube is the home of buffer’s team (apprenticea 

Productions) and buffer’s video making team members. The Ghost Town Project is currently active on four 

platforms, however their social media strategy proposes the addition of four other platforms.

nUmBeR Of BOOsTeR emAil AddResses COlleCTed in The seleCTiOn PROCess

Given that social media support was an important factor in the selection of ideabooST’s first cohort, it is not 

surprising that most teams in the group scored high on this point. The youTube-based projects, asapScience 

and buffer Film Festival, were able to leverage their substantial followings. The project teams representing media 

companies with many film, television and interactive media projects under their belts: Ghost Town Project, 

rollers of the realm and The Path, were undoubtedly able to garner support from fans of their previous projects. 

ramen Party and your Task // Shoot Things had the lowest number of booster emails collected in the selection 

process for the first cohort teams. ramen Party was a new project for a team that had not worked together 

before and thus had no track record together to leverage. The your Task // Shoot Things team, yamantaka // 

Sonic Titan has an existing and devoted fan base, so it might be expected that they would have had a strong 

showing in these results. however, it is possible that both teams entered the selection process closer to the 

deadline. 

6.3  insighTs 

7 habits of highly effective ideabooST Producers

1. Seek to grow a business and not just a product

2. Start by using business design tools, such   
 as the bmc and lSm methodology, to target   
 a relevant customer segment – value  
 proposition relationship

3. introduce potential audiences early to a  
 prototype that simulates the most important  
 aspects of the project

4. Use and adapt audience understanding  
 methods to validate or invalidate the project’s  
 or company’s riskiest business and design  
 assumptions in order to confirm the project  
 and business have targeted paying customers  
 (audience), pivoting and revalidating as necessary

5. Use and adapt audience interaction  
 methods to invite audiences to contribute to  
 the development of the project

6. engage online audiences where they live  
 and play, supply them with high quality  
 content and invite them to share it, remix it  
 and adapt it, officially recognize deeply  
 engaged fans and involve them in the project  
 development process

7. develop the types of fans that are needed for  
 the project. if they don’t exist yet, or are  
 tentative, create a safe space for them to play  
 and learn. reward them with love for helping  
 enrich the project.

ideaBOOST workshop November 2012
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fURTheR ReseARCh

as the program spanned a period of five months and the teams entered at early stages of their project’s 

development, it is difficult to assess the efficacy of audience engagement strategies for each of the projects. 

There is far too little data to help us understand how fan bases might grow, how audiences might have an impact 

on the final project’s shape or function. most projects have many stages to pass through before they are fully 

realized. So, it would probably be a good idea to conduct more research on the teams/project at a later date 

– perhaps 8-12 months after their official launch from ideabooST. This may provide enough time and data to 

see useful trends and results.

it would also be beneficial to conduct similar research on each subsequent cohort for the first few years of the 

program, if not on an on-going basis. The first cohort represented 7 companies and projects. how audience 

engagement was expressed with these projects might be quite different to what is experienced in future projects. 

having a large database of information on types of projects, types of companies, stages of development, value 

propositions, audience engagement methods, familiarity with ideabooST’s take on audience engagement, 

results of audience engagement efforts, impact on business model, etc. will provide valuable insights into the 

evolution of audience engagement and the types of companies that will benefit most.

The first cohort was mostly comprised of early stage projects. it would be interesting to see how more mid- and 

late- stage projects make use of audience engagement and whether results of their efforts can be seen sooner.

While the first instance, of the program focussed on projects, i understand that future ones will focus on 

companies. For this reason, i feel it is important to continue to track how audience engagement plays out 

in ideabooST. The first cohort’s experience has provided the media lab with a good understanding of the 

benefit of audience engagement on projects. What was significant for projects might not be as important for 

contributing to the viability of companies. it will be interesting to see how this plays out for companies and to 

understand how quickly results can be seen. 

i am most interested in the potential impact of ideabooST’s process on policy development. and this is 

another reason it will be important to track the progress of ideabooST graduates over time. it is likely that 

ideabooST’s curriculum on the development of viable entertainment companies will have a greater policy 

impact than intervention on a project level.
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APPendiX 1 - Using The meThOds

as this research project has illustrated, research methods can be adapted for different circumstances, purposes 

and desired outcomes. Thus, they are valuable resources in the development and the design of audience 

engagement activities and will be helpful to other producers assessing appropriate methods for their own 

engagement activities. appendix 1 provides more information on each method used by the first cohort of 

ideabooST participants. it includes a brief description of the general method, key characteristics and attributes, 

as well as some information on how it was used byideabooST teams. 
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BRAinsTORming fOCUs gROUPCROwdfUnding in-dePTh inTeRview

a creative and interactive method  

used in face-to-face and online group working 

sessions to generate new ideas around  

a specific area of interest

Used by 

Ghost Town Project to explore how globally 

distributed fans could participate in the 

restoration of abandoned sites

a gathering of selected groups of people for 

discussion (on opinions and experiences)

Used by 

Ghost Town Project  

to gather feedback on trailer video

The Path to gauge interest of fans in contributing 

to the development of property

a form of crowdsourcing in which  

leverages social media to elicit small financial 

contributions from friends and family

Used by 

Ghost Town Project 

 to support each ghost town site

ramen Party to raise development capital

your Task // Shoot Things to develop an 

interactive rock opera for mobile platforms

long and detailed face-to-face interview  

with fans

Used by 

your Task // Shoot Things to develop a greater 

understanding of the habits of their fans
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APPendiX 1 - Using The meThOds  Continued
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mAke TOOls Online Q&AOBseRvATiOn POlls

involves having designers, researchers, and 

stakeholders come together to codesign, 

facilitated by language that has a shared 

understanding across groups

Used by 

Ghost Town Project to explore the redesign of 

the proposed first site in new Jersey

live online events in which fans can interact 

with hosts

Used by 

asapScience to meet fans and answer 

questions about the video series

The Path over a series of weeks to introduce 

the creative team, explore the texture of the 

series and introduce the fans to a co-creative 

experience

Framework for gathering observational research 

data: People (who’s involved), objects (tools 

involved), environment (context), messages 

(visual information), Services (what systems 

enable activity)

Used by 

ramen Party to explore how kids and their 

parent responded to the characters and music 

and gauge how they might spend disposable 

income on toys

an informal survey in which people’s opinions 

are asked

Used by 

Ghost Town Project to gather feedback on 

alternate names for the project
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sURvey Think AlOUd

Used when there is a clear idea of the important 

questions to ask participants and a sense of all 

possible answers. This technique is intended to 

be generalizable across a population

Used by 

asapScience to gather feedback from fans 

on potential revenue models and frequency of 

video posting

your Task/ /Shoot Things to gain insight into 

cultural consumption habits of fans

Participants narrate their thoughts and feelings 

as they engage with the spatial interface

Adapted by

rollers of the realm to better understand the 

experience of testers as they played the alpha 

version of the game

APPendiX 1 - Using The meThOds  Continued
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PROTOTyPing QUesTiOnnAiRe

involves creating mock-ups of designs, ranging 

from physical products to spatial experiences. 

can be used in actual usage contexts to closely 

simulate a user’s experience

Used by 

buffer Film Festival to test the reception of and 

format for a live event. 

a set of carefully designed questions given in 

exactly the same form to a group of people

Used by 

your Task/ /Shoot Things to gain a deeper 

understanding of their fans with regard to 

cultural consumption, income, education etc.
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UseR TesTing videO eThnOgRAPhy

assessing usability (ease-of-use, speed-of-use, 

user’s accuracy in performing tasks, emotional 

experience of user) via field or lab observation 

studies

Used by 

rollers of the realm to test game play mechanics 

of the alpha version of the game

Videotaping activities without a present 

researcher

Adapted by 

rollers of the realm to tape game testers to 

describe their experience in playback

APPendiX 2 – OveRview Of The 7 ideABOOsT PROjeCTs

O company – asapScience

O Team – mitchell moffit, Gregory brown 

O brief description – asapScience is an educational and entertaining resource for curious minds of all ages  

 to help understand the science in their own lives. it uses engaging aesthetics and relatable topics to capture the  

 imagination of its viewers, and create an online community of scientific curiosity, questioning, and  

 learning. While primarily through online video, asapScience engages and entertains through social  

 media, written literature, and web-based content. overall, asapScience provides an alternative to  

 traditional learning in science by focusing on quirky, real-life scenarios that people can learn through.  

 (Quoted directly from ideabooST launch Pad brochure)

O Project development stage – late stage

O Primary goal – understanding audiences, Secondary goal – audience interaction

O audience engagement methods used – Survey, Focus Group

O Platforms – youTube, Google+, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr 

Booster emails at start of ideaBOOST

 2086
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O company – apprenticea Productions

O Team corey Vidal, corrado coia, Saskia Vanell, Samantha Fall 

O description – The buffer Film Festival is an annual event that recognizes and showcases the best creative  

 work from established and emerging youTube creators. The festival will leverage the most accomplished  

 youTubers to help emerging talent and brands connect to a relevant audience. buffer Film Festival is  

 based on three main components: the curation and celebration of youTube content and its creators, the  

 film challenge, and the award show which will also be streamed online.  (Quoted directly from ideabooST  

 launch Pad brochure)

O Project development stage – early stage 

O Primary goal – understanding audiences

O audience engagement methods used – Prototyping

O Platforms – Website, youTube

O company – intuitive Pictures, inc

O Team - ina Fichman, Valerie abita

O description – imagine a new version of extreme makeover: home edition or bbc’s restoration home where  

 online engagement has real world implications and influence. The Ghost Town Project will bring abandoned  

 sites back to life, one building at a time. This passionate and engaging project will bring locals, experts and  

 an engaged online community together to rebuild and restore one landmark building in each location.  

 With one foot in the past and a firm grip on participatory creation The Ghost Town Project takes the  

 position of making our online community an active character in our groundbreaking series. (Quoted  

 directly from ideabooST launch Pad brochure)

O Project development stage – early stage

O Primary goals – understanding audiences and audience interaction

O audience engagement methods used – brainstorming, Focus Group, make Tools, Polls

O Platforms – (current) website, Facebook, youTube, Pinterest;  

  (Proposed) indiegogo, Good.is, Google+, Thinglink

APPendiX 2 – OveRview Of The 7 ideABOOsT PROjeCTs  Continued
 

1444
1411

The Ghost Town 
Project

Total emails 
collected on entering 
ideaBOOST

Total emails collected on entering ideaBOOST
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O company – raised on ramen

O Team - lillian chan, John Poon, John mak

O description – ramen Party is a cross-media entertainment property that gets preschool children and their  

 culture-savvy parents interested in music, food, and culture by introducing them to quirky characters  

 based on Japanese food ingredients. each of these characters has both a distinct musical sound and a  

 signature goofy dance, which, when brought together, create not only a tasty bowl of ramen, but also a  

 fun little song and a party full of dancing friends. our products will include a free music video to introduce  

 the characters, an interactive storybook app that has challenges for the reader to accomplish in order to  

 collect characters, and merchandise such as a variety of interactive and traditional toys. (Quoted directly  

 from ideabooST launch Pad brochure)

O Project development stage – early stage

O Primary goal – understanding audiences, Secondary goal – audience interaction

O audience engagement methods used – crowdfunding, make Tools, observation, Simulation

O Platforms – Website, Facebook, Vimeo, Twitter, indiegogo

APPendiX 2 – OveRview Of The 7 ideABOOsT PROjeCTs  Continued
 

320 2068

Total emails collected on entering ideaBOOST
Total emails collected on entering ideaBOOST

O company – Phantom compass

O Team - Tony Walsh, Thomas detko, ericka evans, dave evans   

O description – combining the skill mastery and physics of pinball, with the challenge of physics-based  

 puzzle play and the engagement of role playing games, rollers of the realm offers a new yet familiar and  

 accessible gaming experience. Supported by epic fantasy narrative and an ensemble cast of meaning  

 characters, rollers of the realm provides challenging, bite-sized game-play for the casual gamer. (Quoted  

 directly from ideabooST launch Pad brochure)

O Project development stage – mid-stage

O Primary goal – understanding audiences, Secondary goal – audience interaction

O audience engagement methods used – Think aloud, User Testing, Video ethnography

O Platforms - Website, Facebook page, youTube, Steam Greenlight
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APPendiX 2 – OveRview Of The 7 ideABOOsT PROjeCTs  Continued
 

O company – Smokebomb entertainment

O Team – Jay bennett, Veronica heringer, Steph ouaknine, carrie hayden

O description – The PaTh is a series featuring brand-new mythology and a millennial heroine: a down-to- 

 earth girl who’s actually one of a whole new generation of fairies. Paired with a “hosted” social experience,  

 the show’s format will encourage viewers to participate in activities around the franchise through a low- 

 barrier platform throughout all stages of development, production and broadcast. 

O Project development stage – early stage

O Primary goals – understanding audiences and audience interaction

O audience engagement methods used – Focus Group (in-person, online Q&a), 

O Platforms – Website, Facebook, youTube, Twitter, Google+, Tumblr

O company – yamanTaKa //Sonic TiTan

O Team - alaska b, aylwin lo, ange loft 

O description – yoUr TaSK // ShooT ThinGS is a side-scrolling rhythm tap game, setting the pacing and  

 ease-of-play of infinite runners against the music, art, and world critically-acclaimed art collective  

 yamanTaKa // Sonic TiTan. The game includes a music player loaded with a selection of yT//ST songs,  

 and provides the ability to purchase music. Featuring integration with the yT//ST website, Twitter updates,  

 and Songkick, the app also helps fans stay in touch with other yT//ST activities. (Quoted directly from 

 ideabooST launch Pad brochure)

O Project development stage – early stage

O Primary goal – understanding audiences

O audience engagement methods used – Survey, Questionnaire, in-depth interview, crowdfunding

O Platforms – bandcamp, website, Facebook, youTube, Vimeo, Twitter

the path 1771 303Total emails collected on entering ideaBOOST Total emails collected on entering ideaBOOST
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